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Ajaxify Filters is a powerful WooCommerce plugin to filter out products on

the fly.
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OVERVIEW
1. Ajaxify Filters is a powerful WooCommerce plugin to filter out products

on the fly.

2.  Ajaxify Filters lets you apply the filters you need to display the correct
WooCommerce variations of the products you are looking for. Choose
among color, label, list and dropdown and your WooCommerce filtering
search  will  display  those  specific  products  that  suit  perfectly  your
needs. An extremely helpful WooCommerce plugin to help customers
find what they really want. All this can be done in a quick and very
intuitive way that will certainly help your WooCommerce store improve
in quality and usability.

3. This  plugin  provides  you  widgets  that  works  as  a  replacement  to
default WooCommerce-widgets and lets you catch your products on-
the-fly without page load.

4. This  plugin  provides  user-friendly  as  well  as  SEO-friendly  URLs  and
fetch products for you according to filters chosen by the user using
AJAX technique.

5. This plugins offers widgets which is applicable for shop page.

This extension provides various key features:-

1. Category wise filter

2. Attribute wise filter

3. Tag wise filter

4. Price wise filter

5. SEO friendly URLs

6. Avoids headache of page-load and fetch products faster

7. Provides option for admin to decide how to list attributes on front-end

(a) List

(b) Using color picker setting

(c) Check-box
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(d) Using Label writing setting

8. Provide widget to show active filters applied so that user can remove
them easily.

9. Provide Product Search widget to search product using ajax.

10.  Provide widget to save combination of active filters that can be
used later to fetch products faster without applying filters again.

Installation

Automatic Installation

Automatic installation is the easiest option as WordPress handles the file 
transfers itself and you don’t need to leave your web browser.

Steps are as follows :

1. To do an automatic install of plugin, Go to http://cedcommerce.com/ and 
search the “Ajaxify Filters”

2. Once you’ve found our  plugin you can view details about it such as the 
the point release, rating and description.

3. You can download the plugin from here and install in your site.

Manual Installation

Manual installation of plugin is another option to install plugin to your 
WordPress-environment. The manual installation method involves 
downloading our eCommerce plugin and uploading it to your webserver  via 
your favorite FTP application.

Steps are as follows :

1. Upload the 'Ajaxify Filters' folder to the /wp-content/plugins/ directory.

2. Activate the plugin through the 'Plugins' menu in WordPress.
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Widgets provided by Ajaxify Filters

There are 7 widgets provided by “Ajaxify Filters“ extension which are as 
follows:

1. Ajax Active Filters
This filter shows all the filters applied to search the products. This filter helps 
you to see filters applied with the option to remove them one at a time or all 
at once. 

This widget allow you to backtrack your product search by removing the 
active filters one by one. 
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This widget also allow you to start a fresh product search by removing all 
active filters at once by the special option provided by the widget, and all 
that done without page load. 

BackEnd:

FrontEnd :

2. Ajax Product Search
This widget allows users to search products by just typing product name in 
the search-box provided by the widget. 

This widget start searching products as soon as user starts typing the keys of
keyboard and show you products matching your search just below the 
search-box without page load.

BackEnd:
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FrontEnd :

3. Ajax Product Categories
This widget allows users to search products matching a particular category 
without page load. Also users can filter the products by choosing multiple 
category. In short they can filter their products either by single category or 
by multiple category.

BackEnd:
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FrontEnd :

4. Ajax Price Filter
This widget allows users to search products by selecting the price-range. 

User has to just scroll the ends of the price-bar to his budget and this widget 
will fetch all the products matching the price-range selected by the user 
without page load.

BackEnd:
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FrontEnd :

5. Ajax Product Tag
This widget allows users to search products matching a particular tag without
page load.

BackEnd:

FrontEnd :
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6. Ajax SaveActive Filters
This widget allows users to save the combination of active filters applied to 
reach products he wants. 

This widget allows only 5 different combination of filters to be saved and that
can be used later to reach products directly without applying the filters 
again. 

This widget depends on cookies for its functionality and these cookies are 
saved for a period of one month. 

BackEnd:

FrontEnd :

7. Ajax Product Attributes

This widget allows user to search products attribute-wise. 

This widget can be used multiple time by the admin to set a widget for different 
attributes present in woocommerce-store. 
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This widget allows 4 different presentation-layout on front-end to tempt users, 
which are as follows: 

(a) List
This layout present attribute terms in list-view. 

BackEnd:

FrontEnd :
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(b) Checkbox
This layout present attribute terms like list-view but having checkbox in front of list. 

BackEnd:

FrontEnd :
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(c) Color
This layout present attribute terms in the form of a box having a color. This is useful 
especially in case of color-attribute. But can be used with any attribute.

BackEnd:

FrontEnd :
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(d) Label
This layout present attribute terms in the form label as defined by admin. This is 
useful especially in case of size-attribute. But can be used with any attribute. 

BackEnd:
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FrontEnd :
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SUPPORT
If  you  need  support  or  have  questions  directly  related  to  Ajaxify  Filters,
please use our Online Message Form to contact our support team or send us
an email at support@cedcommerce.com

            Best Regards,

   CedCommerce Team
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